**Indo-Pacific breakfast series: pivoting the map**

Join us for this exciting breakfast series on the Indo-Pacific. Running over four consecutive Fridays, this series examines the Indo-Pacific as a strategic concept. The series will allow participants to dive deeper into each of the relevant regional actors to understand the geopolitical, economic and security considerations today and on the horizon. Participants will also have an opportunity to consider the implications of the pivot for Australia’s national security policy.

**Past presenters for this program include:** Professor Rory Medcalf, Dr Michael Clarke and others

---

**2020 program date:** 8-10am 29 May, 5, 12 and 19 June 2020.  
**Venue:** #132 Crawford Building, Lennox Crossing, ANU  
**Enrol / enquire:** Contact T 02 6125 2233 E epd.nsc@anu.edu.au  
**Cost:** $1,950 (GST ex) for government, $2,340 (GST ex) open. Course is fully catered.

---

**The National Security College Difference**

Choose NSC for your executive and professional development needs. We bring world-class knowledge and a diversity of perspectives to the table in a trusted learning environment so that Australia’s national security community are best equipped to tackle the issues of today, and the future. We do this by offering a range of dynamic programs that promote:

- Strategic dialogue
- Critical analysis
- Shared learning and
- Diverse collaboration within a trusted and secure environment.